The relationship between the family SH of simple splicing languages, which was recently introduced by A. Mateescu and coauthors, and the family SLT of strictly locally testable languages is clari ed by establishing an ascending hierarchy of families fSiH : i ?1g of splicing languages for which SH = S1H and the union of the families is the family SLT. A procedure is given which, for an arbitrary regular language L, determines whether L is in SLT and, when L is in SLT, speci es constructively the smallest family in the hierarchy to which L belongs. Examples are given of sets of restriction enzymes for which the action on DNA molecules is naturally represented by splicing systems of the types discussed.
Introduction
The splicing system concept was introduced in 6] as a formal device for the generation of languages and as a formal model of speci c forms of DNA recombination. The de nition was created in close imitation of the recombinant behavior of double stranded DNA molecules in the presence of speci c restriction enzymes and a ligase. See 9] 10] for an exposition of this new eld of splicing theory and for an explanation of its origin in molecular biology. The use of splicing concepts as a basis of universal computing is being investigated extensively now as exempli ed in 7] , to center on models of the generative dynamics of molecular soups, as exempli ed by 11].
We are concerned here with subclasses of the splicing systems that in 6] were called null context splicing systems (called here NCH systems). The present note was stimulated by the recent paper 12] which introduced a subclass of the null context splicing systems called simple H systems. It was observed in 6] that the family of languages generated by null context splicing systems coincides with the family SLT of strictly locally testable languages which is a subfamily of the regular languages that was introduced in 13] . Languages generated by splicing systems in the original sense of In Section 2 the required formal de nitions are given. This includes the de nition of a sequence of language families fS i H : i ?1g beginning with the nite languages, having S 1 H = SH, and having the class of all SLT languages as union.
In Section 3 we study the problem of generating languages with NCH systems. We provide a procedure which determines, for any regular language L, whether L is in SLT.
When L is in SLT the procedure continues and calculates the least integer k ?1 for which L is in S k H.
In Section 4 examples of sets R of restriction enzymes are given for which, for each such R, the set of DNA molecules generated (by R and a ligase) from a nite initial set of DNA molecules is predicted to be the molecular embodiment of a language of type S k H for speci ed k.
De nitions and Examples
Let A be a xed nite set to be used as an alphabet for the free monoid A that consists of all strings of symbols in A, including the null string 1. The languages we discuss will be subsets of A .
De nitions. A null context splicing system (NCH system) G = (A; I; R) with alphabet A consists of a nite subset I of A called the initial language and a nite subset R of A called the rule set. The language L(G) = L(A; I; R) generated by G is the smallest language L in A that contains I and has the property that whenever strings wrx & yrz are in L, with r in R, the strings wrz and yrx are also in L. A language L is called a null context splicing language (NCH language) if there exists a null context splicing system G = (A; I; R) for which L = L(G).
The concept of a constant, as introduced by Schutzenberger 20] , is a valuable conceptual tool for splicing theory: A string c in A is a constant for a language L over an alphabet A if, whenever wcx & ycz are in L, both wcz & ycx are also in L. Note that when c is a constant for L, so are each of the strings in A cA . Recall that a string y is a factor of a string w if w = xyz for some x; z in A and that y is a factor of a language L if y is a factor of some string in L. A string c that is not a factor of a language L vacuously satis es the de nition of a constant for L. Concern with constants is often restricted to those that are also factors.
Our main concern will be with the yet more restricted class of constants that we call primes:
We say that a constant factor p of a language is a prime constant factor (brie y, a prime) for L if p is a constant factor for L and for any factorization p = xyz, with xz not null, y is not a constant. Note that, when the null string 1 is a constant for a language L, it is necessarily the unique prime for L. Each constant factor for a language L has one or more factors that are primes for L. Each rule of an NCH system G = (A; I; R) is necessarily a constant for the language L(G).
De nitions. Let k be an integer ?1. An S k splicing system (S k H system) is an NCH system G = (A; I; R) for which, for each string r in R, length r k. A language L is called an S k splicing language, (S k H language) if there exists an S k H system G = (A; I; R) for which L = L(G). The examples above establish the assertion that the sequence S k H, k ?1, is a strictly ascending in nite hierarchy of language families for alphabets of two or more symbols. For a singleton alphabet the NCH languages are merely the nite and co nite sets.
De nition ( 13] modi ed using 3]). A language L is strictly locally testable (SLT ) if there is a positive integer k for which every factor of L of length k is constant.
That the family of SLT languages coincides with the family of NCH languages is a consequence of the more general Theorem given in 6]. However, the proof of the Theorem of Section 3 subsumes a proof of this equivalence. Thus the union of the families S k , k ?1, is the family of SLT languages.
Splicing and Strict Local Testability
Our objective here is to determine which languages can be represented in the form L = L(A; I; R) and to construct concise representations whenever representations exist. In Section 2 we have already treated the languages L that admit representations L = L(A; I; R) in which either R is empty or R contains the null string 1.
In the rst Lemma we note that in constructing rule sets to represent a language L, we need only look among the prime constants factors of L. Then every factor of L of length k possesses a string in R as a factor. Consequently every string of length k in A is a constant for L.
Proof. The set S of all strings in L for which every factor of length k possess a string in R as a factor has the two properties: (1) S contains I since no string in I contains a factor of length k; and (2) S is closed under splicing by rules in R. Consequently S = L directly from the de nition of L = L(A; I; R). Proof. Let L be a regular language and let M = (A; S; fq 0 g; F; E) be the trimmed minimal automaton recognizing L, where: A is the alphabet, S is the set of states, q 0 is the initial state, F is the set of nal states, E is the set of edges with labels in A, and, by trimmed, we mean that all states not accessible from q 0 have been removed and all states from which F is not accessible have been removed. The language recognized by an automaton M will be denoted L(M).
(1) For each p in S let M(p) = (A; S; fq 0 g; fpg; E 0 ) where: q 0 is a newly adjoined state and E 0 results from adjoining to E, for each q in S, an edge from q 0 to q labeled with the null string 1.
. Hence R(L) is regular we can decide whether it is nite. Remark. Once a desired R 0 is obtained, we may then shrink I(R 0 ) to any subset I of I(R 0 ) for which L(A; I; R 0 ) = L(A; I(R 0 ); R 0 ) where this latter equality can be decided.
Molecular Considerations
A reader who nds the sketch of biochemical principles included in this Section to be inadequate may consult 10] 9] or 6].
For brevity we will denote double stranded DNA molecules such as
in the shorter form: gatcggtccaagtc (always read in the 5 0 to 3 0 direction). It is not necessary to give the lower strand since G pairs only with C, A with T, T with A, and C with G. Since an actual molecule is not con ned to a line, but rotates freely in space, one should take care
to notice that an equally valid representation for the molecule above is: gacttggaccgatc. A segment of DNA for which the two representations are identical is said to be palindromic (or to have dyadic symmetry). We will not discuss single stranded DNA molecules. All strings Each of the two strands of a double stranded DNA molecule is held together by strong covalent bonds. To cut such bonds special enzymes obtained from appropriate strains of bacteria are used. These are the restriction enzymes (endonucleases). Such an enzyme adheres at an occurrence of a DNA subsequence called its site. It then cuts one covalent bond in each strand at a speci c location in the site. We will consider here only enzymes which have palindromic sites. As an example of our method of representing enzyme sites we have, for the enzyme AatII, the site gacgtbc. The assertion that gacgtbc is the site of AatII means that AatII cuts only at subsegments gacgtc of DNA molecules and that the covalent bond in the top strand that is cut is the one indicated by the caret between t & c. The cut in the bottom strand is also made between the t & c (recall that the site is palindromic). In the AatII site gacgtc we refer to the segment acgt as the crossing, the g at the left as the left context, and the c at the right as the right context. The crossing yields the sticky ends (also called overhangs) ACGT-3 0 and 3 0 -TGCA protruding from the fragments produced by the cut. Sticky ends that match may join weakly by hydrogen bonding, but may be expected to drift apart unless covalent bonds are established in the two strands. If an enzyme called a ligase is present the required covalent bonds may be established to yield a rmly bonded fully double stranded DNA molecule formed from the two fragments. In this way new recombinant DNA molecules may form which have not previously been present. This type of cut and paste activity provides the basis for the technology of gene splicing.
The sites for the three restriction enzymes DpnII, NlaIII, and Tsp509I are bgatc, catgb, and baatt, respectively. Since these enzymes have the null string as left context and also as right context, it is entirely natural to model the recombination potential of any subset of this set of three enzymes with a null context splicing system (NCH system): For any initial set I of DNA molecules, if a common bu er solution can be found in which these three enzymes and a ligase can function, then the set L of well formed fully double stranded DNA molecules that may potentially arise is modeled by L(G) where G = (D; I; R) with R = fgatc; catg; aattg. This G is an S 4 H system. For any choice of I, L(G) is therefore necessarily an S 4 H language, but for some choices of I it could also be S k H for some k < 4.
The very elementary structure of the NCH splicing languages is due to the fact that site occurrences for such restricted systems are preserved under splicing. In DNA terms, after a site has been used for recombination the site`is still there'. This need not be the case with sets of two or more enzymes, like AatII, that have non-null context. See 6] for relevant examples. Of course, if only a single enzyme such as AatII is used then an NCH may be used: For initial set I of DNA molecules, the set of well formed fully double stranded DNA molecules that may arise is modeled by L(D; I; R) with R = fgacgtcg. As long as the enzymes of a set cannot interact in such a way as to destroy a site then an NCH representation may be possible. An example is given in the next paragraph.
The sites for the four restriction enzymes AatII, AciI, AscI, and AseI are gacgtbc, cbcgc, ggbcgcgcc, and atbtaat. An examination of the four sticky ends of these sites shows that any recombination event must occur between two segments that were cut by the same enzyme.
Thus when recombined the site is always restored. Thus we may use the NCH system (D; I; R) with R = fgacgtc; ccgc; ggcgcgcc; attaatg to model the generative capacity of this set of enzymes when combined with a ligase. The language generated is necessarily in S 8 H, for any choice of I, but for some choices of I it could also be in S k H for some k < 8.
